Crown PZM11
Flush-Mount Boundary Layer Microphone (Ceiling Mics $120.00)
Crown Audio PZM10LL Miniature Security Microphone with Line-Level Output
(Panel Mics $200.00)
Behringer X AIR XR16
16-Input Digital Mixer for iPad/Android Tablets with 8 Programmable MIDAS Preamps, 8 Line Inputs, Integrated Wifi Module and USB Stereo Recorder $400.00
BBE Max-X3 2-Way Stereo/3-Way Mono Crossover
(Control of our subwoofer  $150.00)
Panasonic WVSC384 High Definition Dome Network Camera

$850.00
CISCO SYSTEMS 8-Port PoE Gigabit Desktop Switch (power for our camera $100.00)
Dell PowerEdge R610 Server Dual Xeon X5650 6C 2.66GHz 48GB 6x 300GB 6G SAS     $850.00
IP Video Surveillance | See it all. All the time.
IP Video Surveillance | See it all. All the time.
MAGIX Video Pro X is the perfect editing software for intuitive and powerful video production. $399.00